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Unit 3 Skill Focus: Drawing Conclusions/Predicting Outcomes
Unit 3 Theme:

Ancient Egypt
Text 1
Unit

3

Text 2

Text 3

Drawing Conclusions/Predicting Outcomes Combine information
from a text with what is already known to build additional meaning.

D

o you remember learning the alphabet when you
were starting to read? You had to remember
twenty-six letters. In ancient Egypt, you would have
had to learn more than seven hundred symbols!

Tombs of Ancient Egypt

Clever Inventions

Hieroglyphs

A

Paper, Pen, and Ink

How did the
ancient
Egyptian writing
system work?

Ancient Egyptians believed that after someone died,
the person’s spirit (called the ka) could live on in the
afterlife. If the person had been good in this life, the
ka would be able to continue to hunt and feast, sing
and dance.

What changes did
these inventions
bring about for the
ancient Egyptians?

ncient Egyptians developed many creative
inventions to help improve their lives.

Over 5,000 years ago, Egyptians wrote
symbols known as hieroglyphs. They carved these symbols in stone
to create permanent records of their writing. They also wrote on clay
tablets that could be carried from place to place. And it was around
this time that they invented the first paper. It was made from the papyrus
reed, a grass-like plant that grew in the Nile Valley. The English word
paper comes from the word papyrus. The invention of paper made
written communication available to more people.

The ancient Egyptian writing system uses symbols called
hieroglyphs. The word hieroglyph comes from Greek and means “sacred
carved letter.”
Some hieroglyphs are exact pictures of things. These hieroglyphs are called
pictograms or pictographs. For example, a simple picture of an owl means owl.
Sometimes a pictogram contains an entire scene. For example, if you saw a
pictogram of two men with spears pointed at a crocodile, what would you
think it meant?

How did ancient Egyptian
beliefs about life after
death affect their burial
rites and practices?

The ka needed two things to live forever. First,
it needed a physical body in which to return. For this reason, the Egyptians
mummified their dead, thus preserving the physical body. Second, the ka needed
a place to return at night to rest after enjoying itself all day. This place was the
tomb where the mummified body was kept.
The Egyptians called the tomb their House of Eternity. They believed that if the
tomb was to be their resting place for all time, it needed to contain all the things
that the ka would need in the afterlife: food, clothing, furniture, weapons, tools,
perfumes, and cosmetics. Sometimes real objects like food or cosmetics were
placed inside the tomb. Other times, models or paintings of the objects were
used instead. For example, a herd of cows, a field of grain, or a boat might be
painted on a wall.

Egyptians who could write were called scribes. Scribes were highly
respected. They wrote with pens made from reeds. They used black ink,
made from finely ground carbon or soot, and red ink, made from a
finely ground stone called ocher (oh-ker). Because the documents they
wrote were made from papyrus, they could be rolled up and sent far
and wide.

Between 3000 and 2250
BCE, the Old Kingdom
pharaohs had their
tombs built. These were
huge pyramids made of
solid stone blocks. The
burial chamber was
located at the bottom of
a deep shaft. The tomb
had several rooms,
which were filled with
belongings and painted
with brightly colored
scenes from daily life.

The burial chamber included the mummy and painted scenes from the dead person’s life.
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Greetings from Khu
Greetings. It is Khu, son of Wosret, who greets
his mother Aset. The good scribe Tiy writes
How do you know the
these words for me.
Nile River was important
Our journey downriver from Aswan to
to the ancient Egyptians?
Thebes was swift with the river’s current;
we rowers did not have to work too hard.
But I wonder what the return journey will be like.
has
Thebes is a great, modern city with many fine temples, but it
loaded
no quarries. Many boats have come here from Aswan, heavily
with stone.
The huge obelisk we shipped here is very impressive! The Pharaoh
one
ordered it cut especially for his new temple. It will be the largest
master’s
ever raised in Thebes. It was cut from one enormous stone. My
make
barge carried it without difficulty, so it is possible that we will
many more journeys to Thebes.
It will take several days for the obelisk to be unloaded. Meanwhile,
of the
I am finding some work on ferryboats, transporting the families
dead across the Nile.
I will be home soon.
Your son,
Khu

Name:

Date:

T

Read the text and answer the questions below.

Tutankhamen’s Tomb

he Mysterious Disappearance
of Amelia Earhart

It was 1922. For five years, archeologist Howard Carter and his employer, Lord
Carnarvon, had been searching Egypt’s Valley of the Kings. Other archeologists believed
that all the royal tombs in the valley had already been discovered. But on the ancient
lists of kings were the names of a few pharaohs whose tombs had never been found.
After five years of searching, Carnarvon and Carter had not found the tombs.
Archeology was expensive. Although Lord Carnarvon was wealthy, early in 1922
he told Carter he would not finance another excavation.
Carter begged for one more season. In 1921 he had discovered a few small objects used
for mummifying bodies. They had the name Tutankhamen on them. Tutankhamen was
on a list of kings—and his tomb had not yet been found. There was one small section of
the valley Carter had not yet explored. Carnarvon agreed to finance another season.

Reading Comprehension Skills

On November 4, 1922 Carter’s workmen uncovered the
sealed door of an ancient tomb. Moreover, the seals were
unbroken. Carter knew whose tomb he believed it to be.
He sent an urgent telegram to Lord Carnarvon in England
and waited impatiently for Carnarvon to arrive.

Drawing Conclusions/
Predicting Outcomes
Cause and Effect

On November 24, Carter made a small hole in the door of
the tomb and pushed a candle through. According to his own
writings, what he saw inside almost made him drop the candle.

Figurative Language
Bias and Prejudice

“Details of the room emerged slowly from the mist,
strange animals, statues, and gold—everywhere the glint of
gold . . . wonderful things.”
What they had found was the only intact tomb of a
pharaoh ever discovered!

Main Idea
Compare and Contrast

Tutankhamen’s coffin was decorated
with gold and precious stones.

Fill in the circle next to each correct answer.
1. What caused Howard Carter to predict that Tutankhamen’s tomb was still to be
discovered?
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He had found objects with Tutankhamen’s name on them.



Lord Carnarvon agreed to finance another season.



He had only been searching for five years.



Archeologists believed that all the royal tombs had been discovered.
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Note: This Sample lesson contains Chapter 1 of the Comprehension
Library reader The Mysterious Disappearance of Amelia Earhart.
The complete text contains 32 pages.

Comprehension Library

The Mysterious Disappearance
of Amelia Earhart

Comprehension Library

T

he Mysterious Disappearance
of Amelia Earhart

Reading Comprehension Skills
Main Idea
Compare and Contrast
Drawing Conclusions/
Predicting Outcomes
Cause and Effect
Figurative Language
Bias and Prejudice
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Skill Focus—Drawing Conclusions/Predicting Outcomes

Graphic Organizer and Questions

What do you think happened to Amelia Earhart’s plane?

1. Copy and complete the chart below.

T

Conclusion
he Mysterious Disappearance
Earhart and Noonan
did not
of Amelia
Earhart
have the most current
Evidence

navigational charts.
Earhart was not skilled in
radio communication.

Earhart and Noonan did
not carry Morse code
signaling equipment.
The Electra ran out of fuel.

Earhart wanted to lead
a less public life.
Earhart was a spy.

2. What facts about Amelia Earhart’s childhood give you clues
about the kindby
ofMyka-Lynne
life she would lead
as an adult?
Sokoloff
3. What do you think the remainder of Amelia Earhart’s life
would have been like if she had not disappeared?

Note: These pages have been modified for ease of viewing and downloading. Actual size of reader: 5 in. x 8.25 in.
www.epsbooks.com/MakingConnections
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In 1991, Dr. Tommy Love, a diver for The International
Group for Historic Aircraft Recovery, was sitting on
the sand on Nikumaroro, a Pacific island. A crab
scuttled by and knocked over a leaf, revealing the heel
of an old shoe. Could the shoe fragment help solve
the puzzle of the disappearance of Amelia Earhart,
the well-known aviator?
The mystery of Earhart’s disappearance was more than
fifty years old. In 1937, Earhart, her navigator Fred
Noonan, and their plane
disappeared while flying over
the Pacific Ocean. More
than three thousand people
had taken part in a search,
including at least sixty-five
planes, a United States Navy
battleship, an aircraft carrier,
and destroyers. Neither the
plane nor its passengers have
ever been found.

W

ho Was Amelia Earhart?

Amelia Mary Earhart is perhaps the most famous
female aviator in history. Her life began in Atchison,
Kansas. She was born on July 24, 1897, the eldest of
two daughters of Edwin and Amy Earhart.
Earhart and her sister, Muriel, were fascinated by
nature. Worms, crickets, toads, horses, and chickens
were all interesting to these country girls. Even as
a young girl, Earhart was ahead of her times. She
preferred bloomers—loose shorts that gathered at her
knees—to the long dresses and ruffled aprons most
girls wore.

Amelia (at left)
with her father,
Edwin, and sister,
Muriel

Amelia Earhart
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Earhart took risks when she was little. After a visit
to a fair, the seven-year-old built a roller coaster in her
yard. Riders could coast down wooden boards, which
Earhart leaned steeply against the tool shed roof.

The Mysterious Disappearance
of Amelia Earhart

Earhart as a
young woman

In high school, Earhart was an excellent student who
enjoyed playing basketball. She got good grades, but
if she wasn’t interested in something, she made no effort
to succeed.

Amelia Earhart, at the age of seven

Earhart became interested in flying planes when
she visited a friend at an airfield in 1918. From this
moment on, flying planes became a lifelong fascination
for Earhart, and she was determined to find a way
to fly. Some time later, she casually mentioned to
her family that she wanted nothing more than to fly.
Surprisingly, her father’s only reply was to ask when
she wanted to start.




In July 1921, just before her twenty-fourth birthday,
Earhart bought a plane. The purchase worried her
friends. The plane had a small, unreliable engine.
However, Earhart liked it because she could pick up
the tail and move the plane by herself. She named it
“The Canary.”
Within days, Earhart had her first plane crash. Earhart
was fine, but the propeller and landing gear were
smashed. Earhart didn’t let that deter her.
In October 1922, Earhart went on a solo flight. Without
telling anyone, she decided to see how high she could
fly. Could she top the women’s altitude record? She
broke the record, reaching fourteen thousand feet.
Earhart, around 1920, with her first plane, which she
called “The Canary”
Neta Snook (left) and Amelia Earhart

In January 1921, Earhart began to take flying lessons
with Neta Snook, a woman just a year older than
herself. Snook noticed that Earhart often made mistakes
when she flew.
Earhart took off one day for a fairly long trip without
checking the fuel tank. She assumed that it was full,
since the owner always filled it. In fact, the tank had not
been filled. She landed safely, but she had taken a risk.
Earhart also confessed to Snook that she sometimes
daydreamed when flying.
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The Mysterious Disappearance
of Amelia Earhart

Com

Predicting Outcomes

Graphic Organizer and Questions

Earhart’s plane?

1. Copy and complete the chart below.
Evidence

T

he Mys
of A

Conclusion

Earhart and Noonan did not
have the most current
navigational charts.
Earhart was not skilled in
radio communication.

Reading Comprehension Skills

Earhart and Noonan did
not carry Morse code
signaling equipment.

Compare and Contrast

Main Idea
Drawing Conclusions/
Predicting Outcomes
The Electra ran out of fuel.

Cause and Effect
Figurative Language
Bias and Prejudice

Earhart wanted to lead
a less public life.
Earhart was a spy.

2. What facts about Amelia Earhart’s childhood give you clues
about the kind of life she would lead as an adult?
3. What do you think the remainder of Amelia Earhart’s life
would have been like if she had not disappeared?
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